EMERGENCY

Cut the following situations into strips and hand one to each class member. They are to decide how to deal with this child care emergency.

1. Joni is standing in the corner coughing very hard.
2. Sam got a sliver in his finger.
3. Jessie twisted her ankle and says she can't walk.
4. John bit Jamie so hard that she is bleeding.
5. Justin slipped on the playground and his knee is bleeding.
6. Tasha fell and bumped her mouth. Her front tooth was knocked loose.
7. David has some chalk dust in his eye.
8. Wayne was playing with a game and swallowed one of the pieces.
9. Tiffani drank some red Tempera paint because she thought it looked like punch.
10. Matthew was running with a pencil in his hand. He tripped and fell and the lead is stuck in his palm.
11. Melissa got a paper cut from a book she was reading.
12. Wayne fell off the swing and bumped his head. He has a large bump forming on his forehead.